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Introduction
An ever-growing market for mobile applications has been the driving force behind the growth of 
mobile testing endeavors at many organizations. With increased demand for more reliable and 
higher quality applications, meeting these demands are far more difficult. With an idea of available 
test types, as well as an understanding of where those fit into the life cycle of a mobile application, 
quality can be increased with a lower overhead due to more accurate test planning. Although 
some still have their place, gone are the days of traditional testing approaches with today’s mobile 
marketplace. 

The Challenge of Testing Mobile Applications
Testing mobile applications is different and more complex than testing traditional desktop and web 
applications. Mobile applications need to be tested on a variety of software platforms and versions, 
on diverse hardware and form factors, and under different network connectivity conditions. 
Moreover, the rapid pace of mobile operating system updates, the frequent introduction of new 
devices, and the customer expectation of quick upgrades require additional test cycles.  

Effective mobile application testing means to understand these unique differences from traditional 
desktop application testing. The majority of desktop applications need to be tested on a primary 
marketplace platform – Windows. The lack of a similar dominant platform for mobile apps results 
in many apps being developed for and tested on Android, iOS, Windows and yes, even BlackBerry. 
Unlike the desktop world where PCs are established as standardized reference hardware, the wide 
variety of device form factors (e.g. phones and tablets of various screen size) adds another layer of 
complexity in testing mobile apps.

Add to that the growth of various supported marketplace OS’s, known as fragmentation, and the 
scope of mobile testing becomes clear. The slow pace of OS updates on Android devices paired with 
the ever-expanding vendor platforms and the subsequent OS fragmentation results in the need to 
test apps on various versions of Android. Couple that with device and brand fragmentation, and 
things quickly get out of hand. iOS also has fragmentation but to a far lesser degree, due to the 
single manufacturer of both OS and devices. 

Types of Testing for Mobile Applications
Given the many differences mobile apps have from desktop applications, it follows that the types of 
testing done would be different as well. Traditional testing practices still apply when testing mobile 
applications. Standards and documentation are still applicable, but are applied to slightly different 
test types.

Usability Testing
Usability encompasses text visibility in the selected language (should the app be multilingual), 
navigation between screens, and the ease of installation and updates.

Compatibility Testing
Compatibility testing entails validating the application for different device models, OS versions, 
screen sizes, and resolutions based on the device pool chosen for testing. In addition, validating 
integration with backend databases or services per device is needed.
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Interface Testing
Interface testing involves validating buttons, text fields, and navigation flow for each screen, for 
both portrait and landscape device orientations.

Resource Testing
Resource testing covers the allocation and use of memory and whether or not it’s released when 
the app is closed, app temp files not being cleared on close, unintentional garbage created by the 
app, multitasking with the AUT in background or foreground, and battery consumption when the 
app is idle, in the background or in full use. Note, this is where testing on actual devices is key.

Performance Testing
Traditionally, performance testing requires monitoring application or backend performance based 
on infrastructure. This is where mobile applications differ. In addition to services validation, you 
must also consider performance over WiFi and network carriers 2-4G+, device battery consumption, 
memory leaks, use of audio commands (as with Siri), or freeing resources after use like maps, 
camera or GPS.

Operational Testing
Operational testing entails recovery options should the device shut down unintentionally during 
use, loss of network or WiFi, or any app interruptions like an incoming call, text message, or alarm/
calendar reminder. 

Security Testing
Security testing includes accessing stored user info on the device by unintended users, encryption/
decryption for sensitive data, or multi-user support without cross contamination.
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Conclusion
The risks and challenges with mobile testing can be great, but with knowledge comes power. 
Understanding the device marketplace, the direction mobile devices are headed, and the multitude 
of devices and OS’s are key to accurate test planning, thus lower overall costs. The speed at which 
mobile application life cycles progress makes accurate testing even more critical. Adopting the 
various testing types and understanding which are most relevant to a mobile application are crucial 
to the success of the application and the reputation of the organization behind it. 
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Testing mobile applications is different and more complex than 
testing traditional desktop and web applications. Mobile applications 
need to be tested on a variety of software platforms and versions, 
on diverse hardware and form factors, and under different network 
connectivity conditions. 


